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Sheet 2
Divisibility Rule for 10

A)   State whether the numbers are divisible by 10.

42,3732)9,2541)

7,8004)1203)

B) Which of the following numbers is not divisible by 10?1)

53,410a) 1,350b) 580c) 26,213d)

Which of the following numbers is divisible by 10?2)

2,599a) 47,903b) 660c) 132d)

1) Scarlett wants to pack 152 sachets of exotic tea. Her idea is to put 10 sachets 

in one basket. Will she be able to pack all sachets without any left?  

C)

2) Harry wants to pack 2,030 shells in groups of 10 each. Will there be any shells

remaining after he has packed them all? 
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Answer Key

Sheet 2
Divisibility Rule for 10

A)   State whether the numbers are divisible by 10.

42,3732)9,2541)

7,8004)

not divisible

divisible1203)

not divisible

divisible

B) Which of the following numbers is not divisible by 10?1)

53,410a) 1,350b) 580c) 26,213d)

Which of the following numbers is divisible by 10?2)

2,599a) 47,903b) 660c) 132d)

1) Scarlett wants to pack 152 sachets of exotic tea. Her idea is to put 10 sachets 

in one basket. Will she be able to pack all sachets without any left?  

C)

No, she won’t because 152 is not divisible by 10.

No, there won’t be because 2,030 is divisible by 10.

2) Harry wants to pack 2,030 shells in groups of 10 each. Will there be any shells

remaining after he has packed them all? 
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